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Shri Govind Guru University
(Established vide Gujarat Act No' 2412015\

ceoot
Rules for Recoanition of

Government Polytechnic Campus
Gadukpur, Godhra
Oist. panck4ahals Pin Code 389001

Post Groduate Centre

of Post-graduate teaching, training and research in
Shri Govind Guru University will be conducted at such centres/affiliated colleges and in such subjects
as may be specified when granting the recognition.
The following shall be the requirements for recognition of a centre for imparting postgraduate
For the purpose of organisation and co-ordination

instructions and/ or teaching:

a)

In the faculties of (1) Arts (2) Science in all subjects other than Chemistry, and (3) Commerce,

i.
ii.

For instituting a post-graduate centre in the subject concerned

it shall be necessary

that full teaching of all the papers in the subject be organised and implemented.
lt shall be necessary for a post-graduate centre in a subject concerned in any of the
above faculties to have on its local staff at least three recognised post-graduate
teachers in the subjects.

Provided thot while granting a Post-graduate centre in common subjects like English Economics in different
faculties, in the colleges run by the some monogement in the same premises, the rccognised post-graduate
teachers working in a college or colleges or institution or institutions under the same mansgement in the same
for the purpose of this ordinonce with the permission of the Vice-Chancellor be treated as the local

premises may

staff for any one faculty but not in two or more faculties.

b)

the Faculty of Science (Chemistry only): For instituting a post-graduate centre in the subject of
Chemistry, the following local staff of a College/lnstitution shall be required:
i. Three recognised post-graduate teachers out of which two recognised postgraduate
teachers shall be in the branch of the subject concerned and one recognised postgraduate teacher shall be in either of the remaining branches of the subject concerned.
(Provided that In the case of any of the post-graduate centres in lnorganic, Organic, or Physical
In

Chemistry if there is no adequate local staff as required due to certain circumstances, such a centre

will be permitted to continue, provided it has one full-ftedged post-graduate teacher in the branch
of the subject of the post-groduate centre concerned and other teochers in any other branch or
branches as required under clouse above.)

For instituting a post-graduate centre in Group "D" - Analytical Chemistry, following shall
be the minimum requirement of local teaching staff:

c)

Not less than two-third of the total number of periods in the subjects be provided for by the
college from amongst its own local staff duly recognised and not more than one third of the total
number of periods per subject per week may be provided for in a term by inviting such number of
recognised teacher or teachers duly recognised either as postgraduate from other colleges or
recognised institutions or University departments.

